SafeCash Recycler
Fast and effective processing of large volumes of cash

SafeCash Recycler

Cash handling:
here to stay
For retailers, the cash-handling market has grown and
developed at a tremendous pace over the last decade. Every
year, despite the emergence of new electronic payment
methods, more and more consumers are turning to cash for
their purchases because it provides for fast and instant
payment.
In fact, many retailers including supermarkets and big box
stores are under increased pressure to process large volumes of
cash every day. As a result, they require a simple and efficient
cash-handling solution that enhances security, lowers costs
and improves productivity.

Security risks
Large amounts of cash on site leave retailers vulnerable to robbery.

Lost time

Focus on specific
cash-handling
challenges

Cash reconciliation takes time, often at the expense of sales and customer
service.

Shrinkage
Employee theft, shoplifting, administrative error and vendor fraud as a result
of inefficient cash-handling procedures all contribute to retail shrinkage.

High costs
Back-office administration represents nearly 3/4 of total cash-handling
costs.

One compact solution for largequantity cash handling

Step 4: Monitoring

Ideal for retailers managing large volumes of notes and
coins, the SafeCash Recycler is a complete self-service
cash-handling solution in one compact terminal. You can
deposit and withdraw notes and coins at your convenience,
simplifying your cash-handling cycle for cash-in and cashout transactions.

Use the CashControl software to enable user administration and reporting, making inventory and pick-ups more
efficient and economical. Connect to your entire network
of self-service machines using the single web-based
SafeControl portal. Then, instantly review all deposit
information, including time, location and amount, and
the number of machines currently in service or reporting
a fault.

Immediate benefits

Technical data

1. Increased security and theft protection via storage in a
VdS-certified safe
2. Reduced handling risk, as all cash movements are
recorded by CashControl software
3. Time savings via simplified cash register opening and
balancing
4. Cost savings through improved collection planning
5. Better cash flow management, as reconciliation is
immediately credited to your account upon payment
into the overflow cassette

Availability

24/7

Operation

frontload, staff-operated

Dimensions

1620 x 536 x 750 mm

Weight

750 kg

Communication

TCP/IP, RS232, USB

Cassette capacity

5 banknote cassettes
containing 2,200–2,500 notes

Safe resistance grade

CEN III with optional CEN IV
CashControl software

6. No manual paperwork required

At a glance

SafeCash Recycler in action
Gunnebo is a global leader in cash-handling solutions
and services for businesses worldwide. Our cash-handling
solutions manage over €100 billion each year. The SafeCash
Recycler was designed to fully equip retail staff with tills
that can be restocked during the day and reconciled in the
evening with speed and accuracy.

Step 1: Issuing
Depending on authorisation, equip your cash registers
with notes ®in pre-set or freely selected denominations.

Step 2: Restocking
Replenish your tills according to pre-set individual limits.
Notes are stored in a VdS-certified safe to protect from
theft.

Step 3: Depositing
Insert bundles of up to 200 banknotes, which are then
automatically sorted, authenticated, fitness-tested and
stacked in recycling cassettes. This efficient cash-handling
cycle greatly reduces processing time. A receipt is issued
for each deposit.

Accessibility: compliant for the
physically and visually impaired
Operation modes: configuration as
a pure cash-in or cash-out terminal,
combined cash-in/cash-out terminal,
or full recycler, or to carry out
denomination exchanges
Advanced user interface: multilanguage touchscreen that guides
users through the transaction from
start to finish
Counterfeit rejection: optical,
ultraviolet, infrared and magnetic
are some or the sensors that identify
counterfeit and poor quality notes
Sidecars: coin recycling, high-volume
coin deposit and envelope deposit
sidecars that extend functionality
Security: a seismic detector available

We make your world safer.
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Gunnebo is a leading provider of efficient and innovative security solutions and services
to customers around the globe. It employs 5700 people in 32 countries across Europe,
Asia, Africa, Australia and the Americas, and has a turnover of €580m. Gunnebo focuses
its offering on Bank Security & Cash Handling, Secure Storage, Global Services and
Entrance Control.

